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Abstract. We report on master-oscillator power amplification
using a broad-area laser diode (BAL) emitting at a wave-
length ofλ = 780 nm. The master oscillator is an injection-
locked single-mode diode laser delivering a seeding beam of
35 mW, which is amplified in double pass through the BAL
up to 410 mW. After beam shaping and spatial filtering by
a single-mode fibre we obtain a clean Gaussian beam with
a maximum power of 160 mW. There is no detectable contri-
bution of the BAL eigenmodes in the spectrum of the output
light. This laser system is employed for operation of a87Rb
magneto-optical trap (MOT) and for near-resonant absorption
imaging in a Bose−Einstein condensation experiment.

PACS: 42.60.By; 42.50.Vk; 32.80.Pj

Diode-laser-based systems have a profound impact on experi-
ments in atomic physics. The excellent spectral properties
and power stability make diode-lasers a highly practical tool
for laser cooling and trapping experiments as well as for
spectroscopic applications. The ease of operation, small size
and low cost of diode-laser systems facilitate experiments
in which multiple laser sources are used. These properties
make diode lasers an attractive choice for experiments on
Bose−Einstein condensation (BEC) of alkali systems, in par-
ticular for driving magneto-optical traps (MOTs). In BEC
experiments with87Rb diode lasers are successfully used
for driving the 2S1/2 (F = 2) → 2P3/2 (F′ = 3) transition at
780 nm [1]. Production of a condensate usually involves
a magneto-optical trap with a variety of loading schemes
ranging from double-MOT systems to Zeeman slowers [2].
The drive for realising condensates with large number of par-
ticles and fast condensate production schemes has triggered
the development of high-flux sources [3–5] and large opti-
cally dense MOTs (see for instance [5]). To avoid unbalanced
radiation pressure in the light field, optically dense MOTs
are driven by six laser beams of large diameters. The power-
conserving use of three retroreflected beams is not optimal
in this case. Large diameter of the beams is also important
for recapture from a diverging atomic beam. Thus, the optical

power required for driving a large MOT tends to go beyond
the power available from single-mode diode lasers operating
at 780 nm (typically not exceeding 50 mW). Alternative so-
lutions such as Ti-sapphire lasers or diode tapered-amplifier
systems provide high power but have their disadvantages
aside from being expensive. The amplitude noise of an argon-
ion laser-pumped Ti-sapphire laser is undesirable for many
applications. Diode amplifiers with tapered waveguide offer
a straightforward solution to the power limitations of narrow-
bandwidth diode lasers but in practice turn out rather delicate
to operate.

In this paper we report on double-pass master-oscillator
power amplification with a broad-area laser diode (BAL). The
advantageous properties of this system have been demon-
strated and characterised in the past [6–8] and references
therein], also in the context of laser cooling [9, 10]. We de-
scribe a BAL amplifier optimised for use in a87Rb BEC
experiment, both for driving a magneto-optical trap and for
near-resonant absorption imaging. The system operates at
a wavelength of 780 nm. Using 35 mW of seeding power we
obtain 410 mW of locked laser power under conditions close
to power saturation. After beam shaping and spatial filtering
by a single-mode fibre we obtain a clean Gaussian beam with
a maximum power of 160 mW. The insertion loss of intensity
modulation optics limits the available laser power to typically
135 mW under daily stable operation conditions. This allows
us to trap 1010 rubidium atoms in a MOT loaded from a con-
tinuous slow atomic beam source [3].

1 Experimental setup

The heart of our experimental setup is a 2-W broad-area
laser diode (High Power Devices Inc. HPD1120) used
as a double-pass amplifier. As described in the literature,
a free-running broad-area laser oscillates in multiple trans-
verse modes which are caused by filamentation of the gain
medium [11, 12]. A free-running BAL has a power spec-
trum with a bandwidth of the order of 2–3 nm on top of
an even broader spectral background. This spectrum can
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be narrowed by injecting seeding light from a narrow-
bandwidth laser source. At high operating currents only
part of the light emitted by the BAL can be locked. The
seeding light is usually injected under a small angle as
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. In this way one can sup-
press amplification in multiple transverse modes. Injecting
at an angle also allows for an easy separation of the locked
beam from the unlocked light (i.e. amplified spontaneous
emission− ASE).

Our BAL-based laser system is shown in Fig. 1. The seed-
ing laser beam is injected into the BAL at an angle of 13.5◦.
The amplified output beam is shaped into an approximately
circular form using an anamorphic prism pair. After passing
through an electro-optic modulator (EOM) it is coupled into
a single-mode optical fibre, providing the laser light of high
modal quality. The confocal 1:1 telescopes with the blade
shutters enable us to completely shut the beam, as the extinc-
tion ratio of the EOM does not exceed 1:1000. A beam splitter
in combination with an imaging lens enables us to obtain the
approximation of the near and far fields of the BAL radia-
tion. The use of a CCD camera allows continuous inspection
of seeding and amplified beams in the near and far fields.

The seeding beam is focused on the front facet of the
BAL in a spot of 1µm×90µm1. This beam shaping is done
with the confocal combination of aF = 80 mm cylindrical
lens and af = 4.5 mm collimator in front of the BAL (see
Fig. 1). For the confocal configuration of two lenses the in-
jection angleθ can be expressed asθ ≈ d/ f , whered is the

1 We use a diffraction-limited Geltech collimator lens (Thorlabs C230TM)
with 0.55 numerical aperture.
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distance between the optical axis of the collimator and the
‘optical plane’ of the cylindrical lens. Translation of the cylin-
drical lens also causes a shiftδ in position of the injection spot
on the front facet:δ = d f/F.

The locked output beam leaves the BAL at the specular
reflection angle (inset in Fig. 1) and is easily separated from
the unlocked light by the edge of a 45-degree deflection prism
(Fig. 1). The output lobe shown in Fig. 2b is approximately
50% wider than the diffraction limit. The ellipticity of the out-
put beam measured behind the deflection prism ranges from 3
to 5, depending on the alignment. This ellipticity is compen-
sated by the anamorphic prism pair mentioned above.

The active area of the chip is a stripe of 1 mm length and
front facet dimensions of 1µm (height)×200µm (width). It
is rather wide compared to most of the diodes described in
the literature for similar applications [7–10], which typically
are not broader than 100µm. The front facet is anti-reflection
coated (reflectivity≤ 3%) whereas the back of the laser is
coated for> 99% reflectivity. To a large extent the choice of
the diode was based on its availability and high output power.
Presently other potentially useful broad-area laser diodes are
available for operation at 780 nm.

We employ a single-mode optical fibre for mode cleaning
and light transport to the MOT. It is further referred to as the
“output fibre”. In our experience the locked BAL is far less
sensitive to optical feedback as compared to a single-mode
diode laser or a tapered diode amplifier2. We found that it is
not necessary to use an optical isolator in the output beam. An

2 We thank D. Voigt for supplying the information on tapered amplifiers.
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Fig. 2a,b. Far-field radiation pattern of the BAL measured along the
x axis: a free running;b locked. Due to the high current of the amplifier
(I = 2.2 Ith) unlocked power is visible inb. The intensity scales ina and
b are the same

AR-coated angle-cut optical fibre with aspheric coupling lens
suffices for feedback suppression.

The far-field (Fig. 2) and the near-field (Fig. 3) radiation
patterns of the BAL are monitored by a CCD camera using
the configuration described in [7]. This is an indispensable
tool for alignment and diagnostics of the laser. The quality
of the far-field pattern is an immediate indicator of success-
ful locking. The aim is to produce a strong single lobe with
minimal power in ASE3. As one varies the injection angle the
locked pattern changes its shape, the number of lobes, and
the intensity. The characteristic feature is the transfer of the
power from the free-running part of the far field to the locked
lobe. Monitoring of the near field is in particular important in
the initial stages of alignment to establish the correct size and
position of the injection spot. Figure 3 clearly shows the size
and position of injection spot as well as the output beam. The
near-field diagnostics is best done at zero and sub-threshold
laser currents.

We have tested different injection beam spot sizes. Max-
imum output is obtained when the size of the seeding beam
is approximately half the width of the front facet. This is in
line with the reports of other groups which usually use laser
diodes with less wide stripes [8, 9, 13]. The other important
parameter of the system is the injection angle. This angle is
controlled by a transverse shift (alongx axis) of the cylin-
drical lens. Injection angle values reported in the literature
are typically 3◦ to 7◦. We have analysed the operation of the
system for different injection angles ranging from 2◦ to 14◦.
The divergence angle of the free-running laser is 10◦ FWHM.
Thus, one might suggest that it is best to inject the seeding

3 We point out the limitations of Fig. 2 for quantitative use. In the setup de-
picted in Fig. 1 the output beam coming out of the collimator lens is slightly
diverging in Z-X plane− coincident with the plane of polarisation. The in-
cidence angle at the beam splitter is sufficiently close to Brewster’s angle to
introduce differences in reflection for different parts of the beam.

beam at an angle close to 5◦ to match the modal pattern of the
BAL. However, we found the injection angle of 13.5◦ to be
a much better choice. For our chip geometry this angle cor-
responds to the situation where the seeding beam enters the
BAL at one half of the front facet, travels through the chip
and, after reflection from the back facet, exits on the other half
of the front facet (inset in Fig. 1). Whereas the locked power
is approximately the same as for the small angles, the stability
of the locked lobe and sensitivity to alignment is far superior
for large angles. The Fabry−Pérot effects of the BAL cav-
ity, similar to the ones described in [9], were pronounced for
injection at an angle of 6◦ but were not observed at 13.5◦.

Our alignment procedure is similar to the one described
in [9]. The seeding beam is first injected perpendicular to
the front facet without using the cylindrical lens in the path,
thus allowing the collimator to focus the beam directly onto
the centre of the chip. The BAL current at this stage should
be just above the threshold value. The coupling efficiency is
now optimised by minimising the threshold current. Then the
cylindrical lens is placed in front of the BAL and centred in
the beam(d = 0). This is done by making sure that the seed-
ing beam (visible in the near field as a much wider feature)
still enters the laser in the centre of front facet. The BAL cur-
rent is increased and the lens is slowly moved transversely
(increasingd) to the beam, while the far field is monitored un-
til a strong single side lobe is found (Fig. 2). At this stage the
injection alignment should be fine-tuned again. This usually
involves adjustment of the vertical position of the injection
beam, corrections to the collimator position and small rota-
tion of the cylindrical lens around the beam axis. Mounting
the lens in a way that allows this rotation is not a critical
feature of the setup but, nevertheless, provides great help in
improving the coupling efficiency of the seeding beam and
the shape of the output beam. Another important practical as-
pect of the BAL operation is the precision ofz translation of
the collimator lens.
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Fig. 3a,b. Details of the near field.a Reflection of the seeding beam
from the front facet of the BAL for zero injection current(IBAL = 0 A).
b Already below the threshold current (IBAL = 0.4 Ith) the output beam is
clearly observed in the emission from the front facet. The intensity scales
in a andb are different. Note that two beam spots do not overlap, each spot
covering approximately half the facet
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Given the performance of our BAL we need 35 mW of
seeding power to satisfy our overall experimental require-
ments. A typical source of narrow-bandwidth laser light for
laser cooling of rubidium is a grating-stabilised external-
cavity diode laser [14]. The output power of such diodes
rarely exceeds 50 mW for 780 nm. Thus, additional losses in
the optical path of the seeding laser (for example an acousto-
optic modulator and optical isolator) easily make it impos-
sible to derive the required power from a single-mode laser
diode stabilised with an external grating cavity.

To avoid limitations in seeding power we generate
the seeding light in two steps. The narrow-bandwidth
(δν < 700 kHz) master beam is produced by a grating-
stabilised diode laser (TuiOptics DL100), which is locked
to the signal of a Doppler-free saturation spectrometer [14].
While the main part of the output of this laser is used for other
purposes in the experiment, 1 mW of light is split off and
sent through a 95-MHz double-pass acousto-optic modulator
(AOM). It allows us to vary the detuning with respect to the
rubidium line in a range of 75 MHz. After the frequency shift
in the AOM, the beam is injected into a single-mode 50-mW
diode laser (Hitachi HL7851G) through the side port of the
optical isolator. This injection-locked laser finally generates
the seeding light for the broad-area diode.

A further advantage of this double-stage setup is related to
the frequency control of the seeding light with an AOM. Even
in a well-aligned double-pass AOM setup it is difficult to
avoid small beam shifts occurring during large changes of the
AOM modulation frequency. The BAL, which effectively acts
as an amplifier, would be strongly affected by such shifts in
the seeding beam in contrast to the standard injection locking
of a single-mode diode chip. The intermediate laser decouples
the master beam steering during the frequency change.

2 Characteristics

We have measured the emission spectrum of the locked
broad-area laser behind the single-mode optical fibre. This
was done with three different methods. The first method in-
volved measuring the spectrum of the beat between the output
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Fig. 5. Power spectrum of the beat signal between the locked BAL and the
independent narrow-bandwidth reference laser (RBW 1 MHz)

of the locked BAL and the master laser. In the second method
we measured the beat frequency of the locked BAL against
an independent frequency-stabilised reference laser. This per-
mitted observation of the spectrum of the BAL with sub-MHz
resolution over a spectral range of 200 MHz. To study the
spectral background of the BAL we used, as a third method,
a grating spectrometer with 0.5 nm resolution.

The beat signal was obtained by mixing the output of
the BAL behind the single-mode fibre with the master beam
(frequency-shifted by 175 MHz using an AOM) on a photodi-
ode (Thorlabs DET200). Figure 4 shows the power spectrum
of the beat signal obtained with the spectrum analyser (Ad-
vantest R4131). The width of the spectrum is determined by
the resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyser (30 kHz).
This measurement shows how closely the BAL follows the
master laser.

To judge on the absolute near-resonant spectral proper-
ties of the laser system the locked output of the BAL was
mixed on the photodetector with an independent reference
laser. This laser was another grating-stabilised diode laser
identical to the master DL100. It was frequency-locked at
160 MHz away from the master using Doppler-free satura-
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tion spectroscopy. The spectrum of the beat signal is shown in
Fig. 5, with its 3-dB bandwidth of 1 MHz displayed in detail
in Fig. 4 (dashed line).

The spectrum measured with the grating spectrometer
(Ocean Optics PC2000) is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 6.
As well as the beat spectra, this measurement was done be-
hind the output fibre. The actual 1.5-nm-wide laser modes of
the free-running BAL (dashed line in Fig. 6) are not observed
in the spectrum of the locked light. From this we conclude
that in our setup the line shape of the output light is deter-
mined by the master laser. Note that amplification is obtained
at an offset of 1 nm from the central wavelength of the free-
running BAL. According to the literature the amplification
bandwidth can be as large as 28 nm (FWHM) [8].

We are running the BAL amplifier at a current of 1.5 A,
which corresponds to 870 mW of total optical power and
410 mW of locked power. The ASE is spatially separated
from the locked output beam and is dumped in a beam-stop.
Further increase of the operating current results in a rela-
tively small increase of the locked power and mostly affects
the amount of amplified spontaneous emission. This satura-
tion behaviour is plotted in Fig. 7 and can also be seen by
comparing the curves in Fig. 8. The situation is not very dif-
ferent with regard to saturation behaviour as a function of the
seeding power (Fig. 8). One might be able increase the out-
put power by ≈ 25% by doubling the seeding power. The
front facet reflectivity of our BAL is ≤ 3%. Although we find
its gain characteristics satisfactory, the research performed by
other groups indicate that higher small-signal gain can be ob-
tained, possibly with the use of the lower reflectivity coating
at the front facet [6, 8, 13, 15, 16].

There is an important consideration to take into account
when the BAL is run at currents close to maximum or at large
seeding powers. When the broad-area laser diode is used as
a double-pass amplifier, the light intensity in the region where
the locked radiation is emitted is higher than that of a free-
running laser. This lowers the damage threshold expressed
in terms of total power of the laser output. Thus, one has
to closely monitor the near-field radiation pattern when in-
creasing the current through the laser or the seeding power.
A discussion of possible damage areas on the basis of nu-
merical modelling is given in [8]. We observed the failure of
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one laser diode chip by front-facet damage after running it
at 2.1 A for several weeks (the maximum allowed current for
HPD1120 for free-running conditions is 2.5 A).

Once the laser is aligned, it exhibits high stability of the
optical power in the locked beam. We found the BAL sys-
tem to be rather robust and tolerant to abuse. The system
described in this paper has been proved to be reliable in daily
use over the last 10 months. Its power output is compara-
ble to the tapered amplifier systems. It also appears that the
spectral properties of the amplified light are not influenced
by the BAL.

We note that power requirements of the experiment did
not press us to minimise the reflection losses in the beam
path. When the anamorphic prism pair is used to expand the
beam by a factor of 5 the reflection losses become quite large.
The total losses introduced by the prism pair, further beam-
shaping optics and shutter telescopes are approximately 40%.
Hence, one can increase the output power by using better AR
coatings4. A loss of ≈ 12% is introduced by the electro-optic
modulator used for intensity control. In our present setup
the total losses, including the coupling efficiency of the fibre
(≈ 60%), amount to approximately 67%.

3 MOT application

High optical power and good spectral properties of the light
produced by the BAL make it an excellent tool for laser
cooling and trapping. We use this system to realise a large
density-limited magneto-optical trap [17]. The MOT is placed
in a 10−11 mbar ultrahigh vacuum chamber and is loaded in
10 s with up to 1 ×1010 particles from a diverging fountain
of cold rubidium atoms [1]. Six laser beams with 1/e2 diam-
eter of 16 mm and a peak saturation parameter of 6 overlap
inside the vacuum cell and provide a large capture region. The
resulting gas cloud has a spherical shape with a diameter of

4 To minimise reflection losses one might give preference to the use of an
expansion telescope made out of two AR-coated cylindrical lenses instead
of an anamorphic prism air. We have tried this option with equal sucess.
This solution brings reflections to minimum. However, it is less flexible and
compact than the anamorphic prism air.
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typically 8–9 mm. Using the same beams the gas is further
cooled to 40 µK in optical molasses. For this large number of
atoms the temperature is mainly limited by the multiple scat-
tering of light [18]. The cold cloud is then recaptured in an
Ioffe-quadrupole magnetic trap. After adiabatic compression
and evaporative cooling we reach Bose−Einstein condensa-
tion with 107 particles at the transition point.

The BAL-system is further used for (near-) resonant ab-
sorption imaging of atomic clouds to determine temperature,
density and the number of atoms. For this application high
optical power is not an issue. The detection beam is easily de-
rived from the second output port of the EOM (see Fig. 1) and
coupled into an additional single-mode fibre. As the spectral
properties of the locked output of the BAL do not differ no-
ticeably from those of the master laser, the use of the BAL
does not result in loss of accuracy in imaging measurements.
The detection light conveniently becomes available whenever
the main MOT beams are switched off. Thus, this solution
eliminates the need for an additional detection laser.

4 Summary

We have developed a robust diode-laser-based laser system
producing 160 mW of narrow-linewidth light in a clean Gaus-
sian mode. The spectral properties of the system are limited
by those of the master laser which makes it suited for spec-
troscopic applications. The performance characteristics make
it a good choice for laser-cooling experiments, allowing us
at the same time to avoid drawbacks connected to alternative
solutions such as a tapered waveguide diode amplifier or a Ti-
sapphire laser. The laser system was successfully used for
running a large MOT, sub-Doppler laser cooling and has been
applied to absorption imaging of cold atomic clouds stored in
magnetic traps.
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